Message to Faculty

As an academic support resource of Berry College, the Writing Center practices high standards of academic integrity, professional responsibility, and confidentiality. In addition to the Center’s philosophy of working from higher order conceptual concerns to later order (sentence level) concerns, peer writing consultants engage in weekly instructional sessions with the Director of the Writing Center to learn and discuss minimalist tutoring tactics that engage students in active learning.

Writing consultants are also coached not to appropriate student ideas or to write on student texts. Rather than merely helping to create a better paper, our writing consultants help students obtain a critical perspective on their writing and the habits of mind and hand needed to revise it.

Please note: summary reports of each session are sent to the respective professor provided the writing consultant receives the student’s consent.

If you would like a brief classroom presentation for your students about what we offer at the Writing Center, please contact the Director, Melissa Mullins, at:

mmullins@berry.edu
(706)290-4595
Office: x1702

ADDITIONALLY: We offer a number of in-class workshops designed to address particular writing concerns. If you are interested in enhancing in-class writing engagement with a workshop on

- Brainstorming
- Thesis Development
- The Art of Revision
- Annotated Bibliographies
- Citation Styles

or a session tailored to your particular needs, please use the contact info listed above to schedule a time and date that works for you.